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The Myth of Southern ExceptionalismOxford University Press, 2009
More than one-third of the population of the United States now lives in the South, a region where politics, race relations, and the economy have changed dramatically since World War II. Yet historians and journalists continue to disagree over whether the modern South is dominating, deviating from, or converging with the rest of the nation. Has...
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Macroscopic Models for Vehicular Flows and Crowd Dynamics: Theory and Applications: Classical and Non–Classical Advanced Mathematics for Real Life Applications (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	This monograph presents a systematic treatment of the theory for hyperbolic conservation laws and their applications to vehicular traffics and crowd dynamics. In the first part of the book, the author presents very basic considerations and gradually introduces the mathematical tools necessary to describe and understand the mathematical models...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2008Sybex, 2007
Design Your Way from Field to Finish with This Expert Guide to Civil 3D
   Understand concepts, create perfect designs, and manage every stage of the project with this thorough guide to Autodesk's powerful civil engineering software. Authored by experts with close ties to Autodesk and the Civil 3D community, this book features...
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Digital Civil War: Confronting the Far-Right MenaceMelville House, 2019

	A frontline account of the social media battles raging between red and blue Americans – and how to find moral clarity in the chaos of digital civil war. 

	

	Are rural white Christians the real Americans? Should teachers be armed or should the Second Amendment be repealed? Is abortion murder or...
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Cyber Forensics: A Field Manual for Collecting, Examining, and Preserving Evidence of Computer Crimes, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2007
Updating and expanding information on concealment techniques, new technologies, hardware, software, and relevant new legislation, this second edition details scope of cyber forensics to reveal and track legal and illegal activity. Designed as an introduction and overview to the field, the authors guide you step-by-step through the basics of...
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Integrating Employee Health: A Model Program for NASANational Academy Press, 2005


	The American workforce is changing, creating new challenges for employers

	to provide occupational health services to meet the needs of

	employees. First, a shift from manufacturing to services, knowledgecentered,

	and mobile work has changed the focus of occupational health

	from physical injury and exposure-related illness...
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Introduction to Civil Engineering Systems: A Systems Perspective to the Development of Civil Engineering FacilitiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	This book presents an integrated systems approach to the evaluation, analysis, design, and maintenance of civil engineering systems. Addressing recent concerns about the world's aging civil infrastructure and its environmental impact, the author makes the case for why any civil infrastructure should be seen as part of a larger whole. He...
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Introduction to Continuum Mechanics, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Continuum Mechanics is a branch of physical mechanics that describes the macroscopic mechanical behavior of solid or fluid materials considered to be continuously distributed. It is fundamental to the fields of civil, mechanical, chemical and bioengineering. This time-tested text has been used for over 35 years to introduce junior and...
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Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems for Engineers (New Directions in Civil Engineering)CRC Press, 1996
This book provides a comprehensive presentation of artificial intelligence (AI) methodologies and tools valuable for solving a wide spectrum of engineering problems. What's more, it offers these AI tools on an accompanying disk with easy-to-use software. Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems for Engineers details the AI-based methodologies...
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Engaging Privacy and Information Technology in a Digital AgeNational Academy Press, 2007
Privacy is a growing concern in the United States and around the world. The spread of the Internet and the seemingly unbounded options for collecting, saving, sharing, and comparing information trigger consumer worries; online practices of businesses and government agencies present new ways to compromise privacy; and e-commerce and technologies...
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Before Auschwitz: Irène Némirovsky and the Cultural Landscape of Inter-war France (Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature)Routledge, 2009
This book analyses Irene Némirovsky’s literary production in its relationship to the literary and cultural context of the inter-war period in France. It examines topics of central importance to our understanding of the literary field in France in the period, such as: the close relationship between politics and literature; the...
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Masonry Instant Answers (Instant Answer Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
THE EASIEST, FASTEST WAY TO ANSWER ANY MASONRY-RELATED CONSTRUCTION QUESTION!
 

INCLUDES CODE REQUIREMENTS!
 

Masonry Instant Answers delivers a no-nonsense, informational format packed with charts, tables, and figures -- just enough detail to get the job done.  Perfectly sized for carrying...
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